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Abstract 

We find infinitely many coupled systems of KdV type equations which are integrable. We give also their recursion 
operators. 

Recently, Svinolupov [ l] has introduced a class of integrable multicomponent KdV equations associated 
with Jordan algebras (JKdV). He has found a one-to-one correspondence between Jordan algebras and mul- 
ticomponent KdV equations that possess infinitely many higher symmetries. In this work we extend his work 
on KdV systems to a more genera1 form. In addition to the Jordan algebra related KdV systems found by 
Svinolupov [ 1,2] we find new integrable systems of equations. 

We consider a system of N nonlinear equations of the form 

q; = b)qi,,, + $4jqk X’ (1) 

where i, j, k = 1,2,. . , N, q’ are real and depend on the variables x and t, sjk and b; are constants. We assume 

that the recursion operator of this system is given by 

R; = b;D’ + ajkqk + c;,q;D-’ + F,;,q’D-‘qkD-‘, 

where aik, c.>~ and F,Lj are constants with 

(2) 

$k =a;,+c>k, F,ij = -F,jik. (3) 

The main purpose of this work is to find integrable subclasses of (1). In these classes the major problem 
is to determine uik , c;k and F,ij in terms of bi and sik and to find the conditions satisfied by bi and sjk 

(integrability conditions). 
The recursion operator R$ satisfies the compatibility condition 

R;,, = F;‘R) - R;,,fk, (4) 
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where FLi comes from the Frechet derivative of system ( l), which is given by 

(T’ f = F! ‘,$ 
./ ’ (5) 

where the c’ are called the symmetries of system ( 1) . Eq. (5) is called the symmetry equation of ( 1) , with 

I’$’ = b;D’ + ~$41; + sijqkD. (6) 

Recursion operators are delined as operators mapping symmetries to symmetries, i.e. 

R;cr’ = ACT’, (7) 

where A is an arbitrary constant. Eqs. (5) and (7) imply (4). It is Eq. (4) which determines the constants 

a>,, ci, k and F,k, in terms of the b> and sjk. The same equation (4) brings severe constraints on the b: and sik. 

We have two exclusive cases depending upon the matrix bi. These are the nondegenerate Svinolupov system 

where det( b:) # 0 and the degenerate Svinolupov system where det( b,)) = 0. Our major result in this work is 
the degenerate Svinolupov KdV system. 

(I) Nondegenerate Svinolupov KdV system. det( bi) $0. In this case the constant parameters af k, c: k, s$ k are 

symmetric with respect to the subindices and ai. k, cj k are given by 

2 
a(:k = Ts\kT 

I I 

Cfk = Tsjk, 
(8) 

where b> and sin have to satisfy the following constraints, 

b;S; k = b;s;,, 

S;,,&;‘k + $,F,,‘, + S;,F,,‘, = 0, 

with 

(9) 

(10) 

F,,;, = ;c,%;ks;,, -&s;,,), (11) 

and C,!’ is the inverse of b’,. Eq. ( 10) is the equation satisfied by the structure constants of the Jordan algebra 
[ I]. We now consider some particular cases. 

(i) If F = 0, we have the following equations, 

I 7 I 
“.i k = ,! s,i k 1 i I .i 

‘.ik = R’jk> 

where 6; and sik satisfy 

(12) 

I k 
‘j k’lp - $k.$,, = 0, 

bfs;, - b$ = 0. 

The recursion operator of this class is given by 

(13) 

( 14) 

R’, = b’.D* + 2,! 9k + isi. qkD-’ 
.I .I 3 Jk 3 .\k x (15) 

At this point we assume that the q’ are real and hence divide this class into two subcases. For the complex case 
such a division is irrelevant. 

(a) If 6; is diagonalizable then the system in ( I) decouples because the Jordan algebra becomes associative 
as well as commutative [ 51. 
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(b) If 6.) is nondiagonalizable then we obtain distinct coupled systems. Let us consider the case where N = 2. 
Solving the constraint equations (13) and (14) we obtain the following integrable system, 

ut = L’.,LX + ru, - su,, 

I:~ = .-u.~,~, + rux + su,, 

where r = cou + GIL’ and s = -CIU + cau. The recursion operator for the above system is given by 

(16) 

( 17) 

R= 
fr + fr,D-’ 

-D2 + fs + ;s,D-’ 

D* - $s - ;s,D-’ 

!r + ir,D-’ > ’ 

In terms of the variables r and s the system of equations ( 16), ( 17) become 

(18) 

r1 = .s,.,.~ + rr, - s.~,~, (19) 

.yI = -rr.u + (rs),. (20) 

This system is nothing but the complex KdV equation ip, = pXXX - ppx with p = ir - s. 
( ii) If F $0, we obtain the Jordan KdV systems introduced by Svinolupov [ I] with the following equations, 

7 1 a:,, = js,,, I i 
Cjk= Tsjk> 

where bi and silk satisfy the following constraints, 

(21) 

hks’ = b’.sk 1 ./k h .I/’ 

F,,;‘, = $,‘(+f,, - $&,), 

s;,.F,~‘~ + .$,FIIjk + S;,,Flrlk = 0. 

The recursion operator becomes 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

R’ 
/ 

= b’_D2 + zs;. $ + Isi. &+ 
I 3 /k 3 ./k 1 + $Cf(s;& - s;,,si;l)q’D-‘qkD-‘. (25) 

Here there is only one choice b;. = bo 8: where bo can be taken as unity without losing any generality. The 
special cases N = 2 and N = 3 are given in Refs. [ 1,2], 

(II) Degenerate Svinolupov KdV system. det( bj) = 0 or bfr is singular. Here we consider only the case 

where F,,“, = 0 and in addition we assume that the rank of the matrix bj is N - 1. In this case we may take 

I$ = 8, I k’k,i, where k; is a unit vector, k’ki = 1. In this work we use the Einstein convention, i.e., repeated 
indices are summed up from 1 to N. We then have the following solution for all N, 

ai. i = $.$k f ; [ k’( k,ink - 2kkn.j) + kkk,,b’], (26) 

~$1 = fS;k - f[k’(k,ink - 2kkn.i) + kkkjb’], (27) 

where 

111 = k,k.‘sji, 

b’ = kjk’s’ . 
II 

The vectors k’ and sfk are not arbitrary, they satisfy the following constraints, 

(28) 

(29) 

, k 
S,kSI,rr - S;kSF,,, = 2( k,inl - klnj) ( -kinnr + b’k,,), (30) 
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k’n; = 0, 

s;k = s;,, 

The recursion operator is given by 

R) = b’,D’ + {is), + f[k’(k,,nk - 2kkn,) + kkk;b’]}q” 

+ {is:, - $[k’(kj?tk -2kknj) + kkkjb’]}qzD-‘. 

The first generalised symmetry is found as 

dY’ 
- = R’jq/ = bh,q”,:,x_, + b)sj,,,(Pqzxx + 3qTq:x) + $@!JLqk&x + bbi,zs)k&&x 
37 

+ &“jlr,lqkq”iq; + ,$)&,q;q”‘q” + ~k’kkn,,q”q~x,x + $kik&ql;q;x 

+ $k’kkk&i( b.n)q’q”‘qt + ~k’k,nkn,,qkq”‘qj: + ibikkk,,n,qkq”‘qz. 

We have some particular solutions of Eqs. (30)-( 32). 
(i) For N = 2 we have 

0; = 8, - ?‘I?,, = XIX,,, 

where i,,j = I,2 and 

x’ = s; , JJ’ = s;, 

and 

S;k = i(YIX’XjXk + (Y2X’)‘jyk + i(YI)“(yjXk f YkXj), 

k, = Y,, II, = $qx;, 0, = LYNX,. 

The constants u’,~ and c’,~ appearing in the recursion operator are given by 

Cl\ k = (Yi X’XjXk + a2xiy,jyk + iat y’Xj)‘k, C>k = ;alX’XjXk + fal)“XjYk. 

Taking (Y~ = 2 and cy2 = 1 (without loss of generality), we obtain the following coupled system, 

14, = I(,, \ + 3111*, + UO,, 

1’1 = (UP) , 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

The above system was first introduced by Ito [3] and the bi-Hamiltonian structure has been studied by Olver 
and Rosenau [4]. The recursion operator of this system is given by 

D’+2u+u,D-’ 

I 1 + ~1, D - ’ 

The first generalised symmetry of the system is found as 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 
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(ii)ForN=3,wehavebj=6~-~‘~j=x’xj+Y’Yj,wherei,j,k=1,2,3ands:,~arefoundas 

25 

‘11 = X’[3a@X/Xk f 3al (XkJ’,j + XjYk) + 3a2YjYk + PI ZjZk] f y'[ 3axXjXk $ 3Lya( XkYj + X,,Yk) 

f 3aS?‘,iYk t P2Z.jZkI -t Z’[aG(XfZk f Xkzj) + a7(Y,jzk + Ykz,j)], 

where for simplicity we have taken 

(44) 

.Y’ = s; , y’ = s;, zi = sj, (45) 

and 

ki = z,, f?, = %jxi f m7yi, bi = PI XI f &.Yi, (46) 

and the constants (a~,. . . , a~) and (/3r ,&, /33) have the following relations, 

as = 
--LyoLyI a2 + ai’ + +3 

a: 

The constants c’,~ are given by 

--LyOLyz + Cyi + ly2/?3 
ff7 = 

& = PI(P3 - ao) 

a1 a1 . 
(47) 

c; 1. = xi [ aOx.,xk + aI (xky,j i- x,jyk) + a2YjYk 1 

+ ?“[alXjXk -b a4(xkY,j + xjyk) f a5YjYkl + ?.‘(abXjZk f a7Yjzk), (48) 

and 0: k = .s; i - ci ,. Letting 4’ = (u, u, w), the system integrable equations for U, u and w are found as 

r1r = NL1.C + 3cYoUU, + 3a, ( uU), + pi WW, + ~LY~UU,, (49) 

6’1 = L’,, I + 3a3uU, + 3aq(uu), + 3LygUU, + &ww,, (50) 

wr = %(2*w), + (Y7(L’w),, (51) 

and the recursion operator is given by 

D2 + 2cuou + 2cutu + roD -I 2alu + 2cu2u + r, D-’ PlW 
R= 2~yju + 2~r4u + r2D-’ D2 + Zx4u + ~LY~U + rgD_’ p2w , 

%( t4’ + w,D-‘) a7(w+ w,D-') 0 

where 

(52) 

t-0 = LYOU~ + alO,, t-1 = (YIUX + qux, i-2 = ff3ux + cx4u,, r3 = (~4u, + a5u,. 

The tirst generalised symmetry of the system (49)-(51) as an expression is too long, hence we do not give it 
here. 

As a summary, we have found infinitely many integrable systems of nonlinear partial differential equations 
corresponding to each value of N. We have also given the recursion operator of each system. In this work we 
took the rank of the matrix 6,; as N - 1. It is also possible to have integrable systems of nonlinear partial 

differential equations with lower rank b’,‘s. In the general case with arbitrary rank we have 
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wherepi =I,2 ,..., r,p2=r,r+l,..., N and r is the rank of the matrix b’,. We have found the constants 

[I’,~, cik for r = N - I. For other values of r these constants will be different from those given in (24) and 
(25). These systems and a detailed discussion of this work will be published elsewhere. 

We thank Maxim Pavlov for discussions on the Svinolupov systems. This work is partially supported by the 
Scientific and Technical Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK). M.G is an associate member of the Turkish 
Academy of Sciences (TUBA). 
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